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In today's cross cutters the cross cut (format length) is usually carried out with two rotating blade shafts which
are mechanically coupled to each other by gears. The knife of Nyblad however, is controlled purely by the
drive motors. The drive system for this purpose has been developed together with Siemens and is patent
pending.
After three years of development, the first knife was manufactured. In order to also test the novel system after
the dry run under practically conditions, the system has been completed with existing components from old
machines to a complete pilot cross cutter. After numerous test runs, the system was moved from Papenburg
to Varel in December 2013. Directly after the start-up at the paper and board mill in Varel the pilot cross
cutter has been integrated into the production process of the board mill.
Already at the beginning of the now 1 year long practice phase, the advantages of this system became
apparent. In addition to the low power requirements, the high speeds at short formats, and the cutting
accuracy from the start, the constant high performance at long formats and the compact design are to be
emphasized. Furthermore there are hardly any mechanical wear parts.
Due to the low mass moments of inertia and the direct drive, a "real" quick stop is possible which, for
example, counteracts a possible paper jam at the knife when triggered by a jam detector. Furthermore, no
conventional foundation is necessary for the erection of the cutter. The entire pilot cross cutter in Varel is only
dowelled on an existing hall floor.
Due to its compact design, the knife from Nyblad is interesting not only for new machines, but also particularly
suitable for installation in existing cross cutter systems.

